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･ OxLtheCE7hermeelastieStTessesoffaHolXow
                                                  '                             Cylinder '

                     '                       tt             ･'"''' BY'
                        '                                     '              t tt                                  '                  Yoshiro Xkeda and rmsuro Kato

                                           '                                      tt. .t                                                  '                       (Received March i, i927)

                                       '                                    .tt .                                            '                                    J, .                                              tt t
                               t t.t.t/t
                           gmitrOdutctiorrk. '

                                  t.t. .                                                  '     Recently.the boundary. pi'oblem of thermoelasticity has caught the

 attention ofthe mathematicians, as there is found in this problem a new

 field of application of the integral equati6n and the calculus of variation.i)

 It may be truly interesting to treat it from the stancl pbint ofmathematical

 physics. But the practical side has not been yet investigated except in a

 few special cases. .
                 t/t ttt tt   ' In the text bool< of elasticity by Lorenz,2) we can find this problem

                                 tt                   tt fu11y treated, but the difll]rential.equations, from vLrhich he has deduced his

 results are not the so-called " thermoelastic diferential equations ".

     One ofthe authors E. Kato･.has tal<en interest in this problem from

 the experiences and observations during his several years of practical work

 in the Japan Steel Works; Studying.in this Faculty, he has completed

 thisessaywithProfY,Il<eda. ... . . ,.
 a6･..lnhg?,e..firS.tyX.,lgt.,thX,,iOg".ti.O,n,.O,f.,t,h.e thermoeiastic differentiai.. equation,

     In the second part the results wili be discussed in detail, t-･

     In the third part the methpd of application will be described.

   I) Roman Krzenziessa, Mathernatische Zei'tschrift 25 Bd. 2

Act.amathematica4g. ･..
C' 2) HL. Loren2, Technische Elastitatslehre,

Heft. Richert Courra!it.
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The

the

          Part i. Mathematical gnvestigation.

               r, Whermoelastie differential equa;tiong.

            p: density,

      za, v, zei: rectangular components of displacement,

     .¥ Y] Z: rectangular components ofbodily force,

            T: temperature,

          A, p: Lam6's constants,

                 ae.t av aw
            e: ax+QJ,+ag'

           A: Laplacian operator,

            v: outward normal direction,

            T: tangential direction,

X(V), Y('), Z('): rectangular components of normal stress,

X(¢), Y(r), Z(X): rectangular components'of tangential stress,

       a, b, p: positive physical constants,

             t: tlme.

               e221                               ao aT             P at2 diY==(R+pt) D. +YAZ`dP a.,

                                                '               a2v ao oT             P af ---Y=(R+") ELv +PAW'P ar'

               a2zv ao aT             P al2 -Z="(R+") a. +AtAx7er-P al, ,

                                     ao .                      aT
                      al =a2AT-b2 al･

These four equations are called the thermoelastic differential equations.

 surface stresses can be expressed by the function of displacement as

fo11owing.

x(v)..(Ae+.,,, g.u .-pT) ,., (iL,,f)+,ct( aQ;'y`･+ g:l )cos(2tr)

                       -, +p( aaWx + aaaZS )cas (ug),
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to

.Jlx

y(v)..#(

Z(v)=#(

X(T)= (Re+2pt

Y(T) =Et(

Z(T)=p(

    We assume
that the cylinder

neglected.

    Moreover we

   its axis and

,ici

r

gi'l` + g:),,, (,.)+Qe+.pt g}v pt.-.p7) ,. (,t,)

                             ' +pt( Z.T. + OQ'rev)cos(vs),

e7; + g2` )cas (vt)+pt( g: + a,',er )cas (Jtof)

                              +(2o+.pt aiw nypDcos(ve),

      g}t -p7)cos(Tx)+#( aal',t + aaxV )cos(uf)

             , +ict( aa7iil +21/Ii-t)cos (Te),

aal'
,` + aa,T,, )cos (Tt)+(ze+2,ct Zi'i -p z) cos(ty)

                                 +y( 22V +Llli'il-O )cos (rg),

Zzf + g2`),,, (,,,i)'+pt( 2s + g':er),., (,,,)

                h +(Ro+2,ct lliW. -.z) z) cas (ce)･

   that neither acceieration nor external forces･exist, and

    is infinitely long, so that the condition of end can be

  assume that the cylinder is cooled or heated symmetrical!y

that the initial temperature is also symmetrical to its axis.

                   In these conditions temperature and dis-

Fig, i.

  placement are looked upon as the function

   raclius vector r only. If we take g axis

  that of the cylinder, then we have

              r== 1/ L2 +y2,

                           R
               zt =R cos 9=r X,

X T--- ??.Si7Z 9P= {i :lt･

of

as
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    The diflfbrential equations for this problem wM be given in the fo11owing

                                     '                             '                                               'simpleforms: '' ', '1
           '

,; -(z+2y), ,D. (f. a(ge ),

                                            tt                      tt
,;=f2 8.Q' gf)nyb2aa,(Llll- 8.(RD)'

    The'surface'stresses are

(3) s(v}-=(2+2y) aa5 -A5. -pz
                              '                                    '(4) S(:'-R aa7.? +(A+.z{t)f -p 7:

                                               t ttt        iX, Solutions of the equations, when the eylinder it cooled from

           tt             -'-- ･ theoutersurfaee. ･
             t tt       /t t           /t        tt /t                          '
    IPiffegqenutaitaitoen f(qfU)ai.ii,Onit.(2) With regard to r and eliminate. T by sub-

StltUtlllg

Putting

(s)

we have

au   =: a2
al

of e

a

ar

    The''soiution this

functions :

(6) U-.:(A,v71(

where A and B are arbitary

(f'

8r (f

quati'
o'

n

a(RD
 ar

From (s), it fo11ows

a2R
Dr2

ea. (r U)) ･-

is well

)=[f] ''

     ble

    R+ 2,ct

known from

au
al '

tlie- theory

           '"nei)+B,,l{(a.gD],-oc3X2Q'+ip･)t,

constants and

 g2 =2+2pt+ble.

  faR l+7 Dr - r2R==a

of Bessel
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Consequentty, ''
(7) `l?"Z(C;1+Doir;l'-.zT,g?(A,,7I(a,,gr)+B,,yl(a,,gr)))e-ct;'v"2Q+21')`,

whereCandDarearbitaryconstants. .,
R,10M,,e.-SIR(alllOln.,1:ix)'{.,;,.'.f,,(.,I,,.,,(.,,,.)-,-B,,g('.,,,li)-l-.,E;,}e-ct'ia2(""2t"'tl

where E is again constant, but it is not independent ef the other.

Sinceequations(7)and(8)mustsatisfy(?),wehave ,.......

(R+p2iCt+b2)Z(nya?,a2(R+2,ct)](2C;,".i,.,e(A7,yll("ne'b '''"'"'

. .,''Bzi¥"a't9.r))jX,Stlr,(','SIi:,,X,S,,i,i{ii.,1-E/ir[.A,;Xjl),T.ig12ii[')111iitl'

     '
I,liS reiatiOi,M"Si .'iO(d,/'{./ial,t;. :,r:'dE.:i,,3:,p-nyo;i,tion Thei'epte

                                  o'
                        za,==--Rie;pta,.･,.' .-,.

                  '                                              'Therefbre･ '-･ ･' '･
                  '                                              tt
(,)

 pT=(a+2?tt):(2c;t(fti'A'+e22ia)-"i4(""ililff11ili'j{(.,,,.))}ILct?,a2o-'-2y)t,

(,o
? . s(,)--.lx,'-ct･"na20't2tt)t(ai(2q2'2y)-2Y [ ii,l;i .i. a;gpt2r (A"J+C(lli',lel l)(.,,e,b)}.

b...Ln.,eee.k,tS,,.d:,teue',",e..tl[i?,.C.Ol]sgaet//..f.fi. ･B･ c and D, we wiii tai<e th,
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                               eT
                                  =:o ,alwaysi               I. r==4,
                                ar

                               eT
                                  +kT=o, always,               II. r=eq,
                                ar

              III.r=ri, S(')=o,always,
              IV.(=%, S(')=o,always,
               V.I=o, Tof(r).

From condition L it fo11ows .
(ii) A,,=Kl,g(a,er,), B,,==-Kl,JI(a,gri),

where K is again a new arbitary constant.

Fromconditionll, '

(i2) C;,2h(T- R+a"".#)=: £,g (A,,75(a,er,)+B,,Il(a,,gr,))---[A,,,7;(a,,er2)

                                                   +B,,Yl(a,,er2)l･

From conditions III and IV,

                    D,,
 ･ q,(2e2-2pt)-2ptr,2="0'
(i3)
      Ct(2e2"-2pt)--'2pt S,,'b + .//,g",.., Ki(7;(aoiar2)K(a,g4)---A(a,g4)K(a.gr,)j･

    '
From (u), (i2) and (i3), we have the relation

(i4) (I'1(a･.e4>7Z(a,,er2)-yTl(a,,eag)YB(a.e4)j== .

     ("Zarr,2+(g,-i,)(.-2r,l2111,i2(A+.F,)..g.,l(g(""eri)7;("nerh)

                                               --A(a,,gri)g(a,gr2)]･

    a.er2 must have a certain value to satisfy this reiatiQn, or a.gr2 must be

the n-th root of this equation.

    Now we have

    A.=:K,I'll(a,,gr,), B.=-Kl,7i(a,gri),
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whereκis　lef士alone　undetermined．

　　　Fr・m（9）

・5）たλ fμ勲画㌦「錦岡三吟1讐等）。
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　廊yPtlt血9

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　瓦＝＿丞一，
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we have

       oo
(isX T=Xe

       ?l=l

(i6X)

(i7×)

G,,(D==y7I(a,,aDK(a.eag)-y';(a,,e4)X(a,,er),

l;VI,(r) = yl(a,,er) :[I(a,,gri)-JiZ(a,,gag) JII(a,,er),

         lact'2L()+2Y)a2tK,( ..g,,(2.'aili2ili'()J'S()i,,. e,) + A +p2`Ct Pil;v(r)],

              co
         s(,),,,. e-ct72tO`+2Y`)a2tK,(a/gYr, G?}(%)- aeptr.G't<r)]'             x

             ob=1

          . co         s(T)l!II,ll.,e-cto2iO'+2Yi)"2`-Zk]lt(.i,gpt.,., i.ll,I'liilllGtv(fe)

                                          '                         + aieptr Goi(r)-2ptvaI,(r)].

   It is evident from (i), (2) and (6), that

                      a(s(v)¢                            = S(T),
                        ar

which will be also verified from (i6) and (r7).

   In order to determine the constant K] we Qbserve the integrals.

       71=Srlirpp7;,(r)diet,

        'J/ag -'･
                 '
       4=:Sli( ..e.,i.Yl2//,'l()4()pt - g,) + 2 +p2pt va;n<')] pzv(r)mb,

       '3 ==' Sri( .,,,.i."ill2/,02i(i21,- ,,)" R"p2pt Mi(D]"";i(abmb

   From the integral formula of products of Bessel functlons, it foliows

                       4= 'le                             G,,(4),
                          a.e
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4==
..,..2,Sb(2.G:"(//.);G

)7
i(#?G:),,)+Z"l2Y ala2-'-"-"2?,,,2(G･t(4)PXn("2)ang ,, .,

             " ' -G,,,(r;i))PVI,(4)a,.e]･

    By applying the relation (i4), we can write

ii==GopiG"

[.,..,,e2(zH2-ptrrbl/i )(?u-g,) + A+f)2it .,,e,{l'Ia.e,("'t'aa'rta zia"eamq

         +(e2-y)(,Si'b//9','Cij)b2i+2y)a,.ar,`'(a2-pt)(iillrM/i.2,iililZ2+2pt)a,,ar2)]'

or

                            L==o.
                            -                                                       '
    But ln the case where f･n=:n, we have

75 =G'2'(7G-) (x,-- g,)(.2'i'll2

.ri

.: ).?,e, + R+op2tt [r2G;t(r) + r2 Pr,2i(r)]Il'll 1'i

       =:'2 rrZeli,lii2;',g'tt2 +'G?'(rle)[ (f,-e,)(.2'f' "";I;,:).:.,,e, + R+op2'C` r22('

             "((q2",IiSli,11i2(/,iP,l`/9.i'i';.i.lleb2")2]e

    Now condition V will be wrltten as fbllows

               co
(i8)

 f(r)=II,lll.,K;t((pt-ef)Y(/"-G..-'i(,#t,;)).,,a.,.+Z+p2ptPZi(r)]'

    Now multiply (i8) by rPg,(D and integrate from 4 to r2, then from

::};;)integrais 7;,. - i and l5, .x:F,,.csaalifO(b.iai"bp7citill> lllllOWi"g rei"tiO"

            '

                                                     tt/
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that

If the

is ;

initial temperature is constant ln any position of the cylinder,

f(fb - lz}.

In this case)

?zl,= 7b iZ ,

or

(20) Kl,= agG,(4)q,a6÷

+(

ctt(eq)
2yb2

(pt -
9g)(i- llll )

+ R+2pt eg,2

    p

qrkg + )2

9%
2(.

21ipb2 l
J
]- 2(R+2pt)

If b

(2I)

can be neglected,

       ap z
  Kv==
       R + 2,et

(g2-pt)(t--

then

42

k2

)(z + 2pt)eq,e4

G,(4)a.en

prc2
.

(22)

If k is assumed

K,=

G,2,(4)a?,g2eq

to be infinitely

     op q

     cke22(
  r+      th2

great,

  a,(4)q,er,

)-(

.

2
rr

  .)2

R+2,tt
G?,(rlt)

ate2rh2-( 2
rr

)2

            IXr. Application of the results to the case of heating.

    In the preceding, we have investigated the case of cooling, but the

mathematical treatment may be applied similarly in the case, where the

cylinder is heated from the outer surface.

    The bounclary conditions I, II and IV are the same in both cases.

Newton's Iaw of cooling is, of course, the law of cooling and it can not

be applied Iiterally to the case of heating, but the heat, which the colcl

body absorbs from the hotter atmosphere or furnace can be considered to

be proportional to the temperature difference between the cylinder and the
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                        ,
atmosphere. If we can keep the furnace at a constant temperature, even

after the cold body had been inserted,the heag absorbed will be proportional

to the temperature dlfference from the surface. Of coulse it is pot an exact

Iaw in strict sense, but since the law of linear proportionality is a naive

la.w in nature, we are going to apply this law.i Now we assume that the

cylinder is initially at -TOC and that the furnace is genstantly at OOC. It

is clear that we do not lose the generality by fixing the temperature in

such a way.

    If we tal<e such a condition, we will have the･ same results as we have

had in the case of cooling. We can obtain equations (Is), (i6) and (i7).

    The initial condition is alone diflfl:rent in the sign, but the absolute

amountwillbeequaltothecaseofheatitig. ''
 ' From these considerations, we can conclude that the stresses S(') and

S(rc) are equal in the absoiute amount to that of the case of c'ooling, and

eppositeinthesense,ifthetotaltemperaturediflbreficeisthesarne, ,

    '                                                              '

       rV. Conelusions obtained,from the solutions in the ease of cooling,

                                    '                             '    If we put '
                       co
                   7-} =::K,e'ctge(>'+2I")tA+.p2iC` pz,(of),

                       n=1
                                        '
then we can obtain the relation;

                                             '                                co
              SZ 71ntr== R+.z)2pt r2,X..,K,e-ct?ta20'+2y)` tti? . s

    It fo11ows from this

(23) T== (1,.42pt,)C;wwe,) SZ7ifde+ zl･

(24) s("-=,2.mp.,;,[3;-:'.2,SIi71ntr-SI171ntr]･
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(2s) S(T' :a2+mp.pt [ 42iq2 S:iqrdu-Z-f,( E;-ntL42, Sft.qntr-S;zntr)]･

                                               '                               '
    If the initial tempetature is constant, then 7; is also constant at l=o.

It fo11ows from (24) and (2S),

(24×) si;).-o,s(v?-=,2.mp., ;,(.'.2,EK.2,S".nmb-
Sr
,nde

),

(2sX) SSZ),=o,.SCT)==ztt.pt[%.,i4,S;7)de-aj-S(V).'

    Since the cylinder is supposed to be cooled from the outer surface, if

the temperature is decreasing with r-ag, we can conclude from the ther-

moclynamical consideration, that the temperature at any time decreases with

r-4, provided that b2 =o. It may be the same for the case where b2 has

a small finite value, though it is not b2--o.

    From mean value theorem, we have

                                           '          SftZladu==T(04)42i;ag2, S2Trdr=T(o,.)r2iq2

                       '
    Now it is clear that

                          7Ke4) < T(0,T).

    Therefore

                     sv<o r=teq,rtV4,

                     Sv==o r==G,r==4･

(26) S(T)=.A2+iC!.iOF,(T(erb)--7i+(i-lll,2)1<0'r)iT(0r2)].

Since 7Ker,)>T%),
                              (T)                                  >0･
                              r=4

Since T(04)< T(q),
                              (¢)                                  < 0'
                              r==4
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                                                      '
                 '    Ifwewrite.･' '
       sCT)= R2pkle.'F,(T(e,r)-T]-(7Ko,r)-L T(orb))( f +, f ;ii ),

then (T(e'r)-T] increases continuously from o with r-L, and-(T(e'r)

- 7Ker2)) contlnuously decreases to o.

'amoLTnhterefbre the greatest tension must occur at the outer surface with the

(27) l-E.(T(4'4-T<04'4]' '
where E is Young's modulus, a linear expansion coecacient aiid a Poinson's

    The greatest compression must occur at the inner surface with the

amount

  ,, . ."-E.(T(//,4,4wwT(4,l)]'

These results are the same as H. Lorenz has deduced,

    Therefore if we want to investigate the case where temperature does

not vary with time, it is suflicient to apply Lorenz's fbrmula. Though his

formula is also valid in the case where teMperature varies with time as

above shown, the stress at any time can not be calculated directly, Conse-

pqhUg:gijlleOnUarN41,illcMAUivaarl.ileisiiwbitehtthifneb.etter' when we want to investigate the

      '                Part gE. Physical investigatioan.

                        r. Numerieal examples,

    Although the constant b2 is defined by

                               Cp - Cv
             '              t.       - ･ er                                  v
 where g, and c. are the specific heat for constant pressure and constant

   Shozo Saito.

Phys!k. Ig26-I S.

Science

548.

report of Tohoku University I910; G. GItinberg. Zeitschrift fttr
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volume respectively, we can not measure cle directly. Therefore we are

obliged to neglect this constant. It could be, however, considered that the

calculation does not change 'so much so far as b2 is small.

    Now we will express the elastlc and physical constants by the practical

constants as shown in the fo11owing;

                                                              /
                         R=
                            (l+a)(l-2a)' ･

                                 E
                           pt=:2(l+a)'

                           p=a ,
           ･ l-2a                tt t
                             a7.. k

                   - opf
               '
where c: specific heat,
                       k: heat conductivity,

                       P: density.

                                                      Unit                                       Glass
                                                           '                                  '
                                     O.7 × Io12                                                   dynelcm2.   Young's modulus ... 2.oxioi2

   Poison'sratio......o,28 o.25
   Expansionscoefllciento.ooooiis o.ooooo8o i/OC

   Speclficheat-･".o.u4 o.igo caLlgr.OC
   Density･･････,･･7.7o 2.so gr.lcm3.
                                             '   Conductivity.･････o.og ,o.oo2s c'al,!cm.sec.OC

    For exampie we tal<e glass and assume that the emissive power is

o.oo7 callcm2. 0C sec.

                          Emissive power
   Or k=: conductivity i=3'

    At first we must calculate the roots of equation (i4); the equation is

reduced by putting

                                   ri '                         eq==l, e= .
                                   ny



We write

f<ae) =

roots

On

ae f

3t
g(

the

 ae

 e

rrhermoe]astlc Stresses

The

)71(aa)-A(

are calculated

ae

e

in the case

e=i, L333,

oi a Hollow Cylinder,

)Z(aa))-(q(

where

2, 4 and oo.

ae

e

)%(qe)

    '
 -A( a9

e

as9

i3･S4

I4I

) YS(a9))e

                                            '    .tt
                           a2e                   ale                                   a39                                           a4e

                                   '
                   2.48                           I3.48         e :i･33

        ,e==2.oo 2.28 7.2o I3.I6

                                           I3.00         e==4.oo I,go s.I6                                    8.g6

         e=co I･7g 4･46 7･42                                           Io.46

It can be easily proved that there is no root in the case where e=:f, slnce

we have the relation' '
                                      2               ' , k/igzf(aa)=-neg '

by Lommel's formula.

    From (2i) we can caicurate the value -K;,. By taking this value we

'can calculate the temperature at any time ancl at any position from the

fbrmula (is), which is shown in Fig. 2, .
                          tt                                             /t    Moreover we can calculate directiy from equations (i6) and (I7), the

interal stresses due to the temperature gradient.

    The curves given in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig, s will be instructive for

a study of the reiations between stresses and time, and between stresses

and the thicl<ness of the cylinder,

    It is said that a thin cyiindrical vessel can.hold stronger than the

thick one in temperature treatment. By this calculation, we can recognize

the tendency distinctly, although the ratio ofthe stresses is no longer linearly

proportionai to the thickness,

    The practical meaning of these numerical calculations will be discussed
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O,9･

O.8
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･O,5
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Yoshlro Ikecla

t=o

and

a

iv0

6tlo

((]ip

  k
oe

i2)

   O.5 O,6 O.7 O,8 O.9 1,O                                 cm.

               Fig. 2.

      Temperature in the case of e==2.

we assume that the theory will hoid

equaltotheelasticlimit '
    (I) Expansion coefllcient.

    We measure the expansion coeflicient

of the dilatometer and calculate it from

               '                                  "-l
                            a=                                4T-

iwhere
                       '
    ll: initial temperature,

       .

 Etsuro I<ato.

IX. ?hysieal verifications of the results

      by means of experiment,

    As we have remarked in the

preceding, we are obliged to ne.crlect

b2. Now we will verify the results

obtained in the prececling, for the

results can be mathematically accu-

rate, but one can not conclude that

they wjll be also true to express

the natural phenomenon.'
                  ,
    The experiment is, however

very difflcult to accomplish exactly.

Therefore we tal<e a simple case

where k is great enough to be put

k == co. -

    Since the elastic constants can

not be iooked upon as constant in

the high temperature, the experiment

must be undertaken at as Iow te:n-

perature as possible. Thereforeitis

preferable to tal<e glass as specimen,

    Although the theory is only

valid under the condition that the

stresses are far from the elastic limit,

in the case where the stresses are

             '
                      '

                           '                '
   a by means of the optical iever

 the fo11owing formula.

7J)'
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    T: final temperature, ･

    l : initial length of test piece,

    " : final length of the test piece,

    a : expansion coethcient.

                  a=e.oooo"±A;A=o.ooooo3.
where ZX denotes the ma'ximum deviation from the mean value,

    '
        106 dY"e!,q,¢m･oc '
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    (II) Simple rigidity.

    We measure the twisting angle due to the static' twisting

and we calcuiate it by the formula;

                    ', . .Ai== .'(S$-7;.'bi,,),･

where Z,,:twistmgmoment,'
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                           l : gauge length,

                           Di: outside diameter,

                           D2: inside diameter,

                           0 : twistinganglemeasured

                               - in radian,

                           Al': simple rigidity. .

                           N=2.6ixioi'±A･; '

                                 A=o.oo × ioii dynel,,,,2

                           (III) Young's modulus.

                           We measure the deflection

                         due to the bending moment and

                         calculate it by the formula:

                              E.,, rzgl3.
                                     rr t
                                            D24)                                       (D14 m                                 461r
                                    64

                         where '
                           ne: mass of the load at the

                                 middle point ofthe rod,

                           g: g8o cmlsec2,

                           1: defiectionduetotheload.

                             E==6.s×ioii±Zlx;
    o,7 O.8 O:9 1･OCM･ A..I.oxloiidyne7be,,2

  Fig.4･ ･                           From these data and from

                         the relationin the case of e=2,

                           E =2A7(f - a),

 o--O,2S,

 R = (l+a)Z/!lrT-2.) =2'6 × IO", ill C･g･S UIIit,

 tt=2(l+ff),==O.6xloii, .

      aE 'iP==l-2o --I,43xlo7,, .

 A+P2pt--O･I83XIO-4 ,.Iloc ..,,
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           The hoop tension at the outer surface.

                             'same time when we measure the Young's modulus, we measure

 brealdng strength, which will be given in the fbllowing formula;

                        AZD, '                 f=
                     rr                       (D14-D24) ･
                    32

               J4': bending moment,

              f : brealdng strength.

       PieceNo. -f
         I ... n., ... ... 8.22XIo8 dY'ie!,,,2

         2 ... ... ... ... 7,ooxlo8 .
         3 m .･, e･･ -･ 6･93XIo8 .
         4 ･･･ ･･･ ･･･ ". 7.o3xlo8 .
         5 ･･･ ･･･ ･･･ ･･･ S,g6xitf .
         6 ･･･ ･- -･. .., s.28xio8 .

mean "' "' "･ 6･74×io8 s)
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    By tal<ing these values and above obtained ageq, we can calculate the

greatest hoop tension. Since the greatest hoop tension occurs always at

the outer surface, we can easily calculate the maximum hoop tension with

respect to time, but in the case where k= oo, it fo11ows immediately from

equation (27), that the tension becomes instantly the maximum. The

amount ls

                                aE
                                    z,
                               l-a

if the cylinder is initially at TOC and it is thrown into the medium at

ood
    If the maximum value of the greatest hoop tension is equal to the

breal<ing strength, that is

                           aE
                               7] = 6.74 × io8,
                          r-a
a cracl< will occur.

    Now we heat the test piece of glass in the electric furnace and thrown

it into the water at 00C and record the temperature, when the crack has

taken place in the glass.

    In the foIlowing, the observed critical temperatures ZZ are written

      '          ･e 71,'                    I･33 8S.40C,tc70,

                    2. 75. 0C±30,
                    4･ 73.6 0C± sO,
                    oo 70.S OC± 6o,
while the calculated vaiue from the above formula is

                                          /
                              Z=720C

    It may be considered that owing to many causes-partial heating,

unsymmetry of the form, defects of the materiai etc,-there must be a

tendency to crack at the lower temperature than that calculated. However

the experiment shows that it may be only the, case where the cyiinder is

solid; fi'om the experiment we can conclude that the cracl< must occur at

higher temperature in･the other three cases. There must anyhow be some
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reason to explain this fact. Indeed it is clear that we can not have the

case where le== oo in reality. If k is not mathematically infinitely great, the

greatest tensions must be different from one other, according to the value

     In order to treat these general cases we must use our formula obtained

in part I. E[ere we insist on the convenience of our formula. According

to the curve in Fig. 7, it will be easily seen that this experiment must take

place, when th is very great. It can also be calculated by means of

asymptotic expansion of the Bessel functions, that rk is about 2oo.

        Part Igl. Practical Contributions ofi the results.

                   I.wrethodofapplieat･ionstopraetiee. '

    When the heated materlal is cooled, there will occur a temperature

gradient, which will cause the elastic strains and stresses. If the stress

exceeds its elastic limit or its breal<ing strength, the material should be

permanently deformed or subjected to cracls'. ･

    We encounter these phenomenon, when a large ingot is heated too

rapidly or when a forged work is cooled in the coid air ofthe strict winter

day after the forgecl treatment.

    For safety's sake, we must spend a considerable time to reach a

required temperature, because the smaller the cooling rate is, the smaller

the temperature gradient occurs in the materials. On the other i}and, it is

preferable to cool or heat as quicl<ly as possible for the saving of fuel and

          t.time of treatment. Therefore we seek the minimum time spent to reach

the required temperature under such a circumstance that the internal stress

is lower than its allowable stress.

    The roots a.qr of equation (i4) depend upon many constants R, pt,

p, b2, a2, q, rh and k. Among these constants we have only one constant which

iwth:.ciihdi.I dOUeEnCeOdiitbf;1; that iS the COeflicient rk of Ne,wton's law of cooling,

                    tt                                 l-                   ' k-em7n2szvePemever
                           - co7zdetcliwiip '

                          '
The emissive power is concidered to be due to the radiation, convection and
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conduction of the medium, where the material is exposed. We can have

the various values of a.aeq by changing the condition of cooling,

    In the case of cooling, the roots are calculated and represented by the

    Now the greatest hoop tension occurs at the outer surface, and this

must be the cause of cracldng.

    From equation (i7×), we have

          oo
    sSl' ==]I,ll.,e-ct'i2e2a2`Kl,(./,ei 'i2i-+Zl. Gi(rs`)+ eqiapt.. G?t(4)-2ptl(V'It(Z2)),

provided that b2=o.

   Since we have from (i4)
                             '
                              a,g4        , PZ,(%)= k., G,(4),
                                 N
we can write by tal<ing the value Kl, given in equation (2i),

(28'

 .,.. Liij'i',--,.geiZilf#i ,ZO, O.,eMct'?'e2a2t.,,,81S(,/,.,'l..,/o"2tZ.'"Oi'/r,/////lll'b2k)9/liail),

                             (x)                           (IS
             t/

,.,,S clilST'=,..,,,,f}ff?,S,.f-ctot2e2a2t ail/3e2gl}i///ilt,/L,g/?-2t,",i//ttt.)alli'i'Ze/l.lli")l,

                                                 "we can determine .the time where S(X) is the maximurn. '
                              7'2
                                                  '
    F.r the first apprOXiMatiOii'ar,.e,,eh.i/L,e{ 4iG, -,!12r'k9:'l2GL' ]

            (ct22e2-ai2e2),z2ti G22a22a2rb2(i+a//i29ii2/.'"-2)-(-;i.)2

           e, =- -                       .. Gi2a12e2r22(422-424..-aie142]'.

                           Gi2ai2e2rle2(i + JI/?gts2 )- (Li;m)2
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From the practica! calculation, it fo11ows that

second approximation as the time which will

S]f;), for the various k4, so far as rkrb. is not so

    If we put the value 4 in question (28),

value of SS.;). If we tal<e the values of

experiment, we obtain the maximum values of

shown in Fig. 7･

    Nowforthedefinitek4,thereisa '

cooling process will be safe under such a

the breal<ing strength of the material.

    Again for the definite value of Z and

maximum tension will be given by the curve as

kr3. ･'  -
Now draw the horizontal line with the amount

   '       . y= breaki7ag7']Snength

in Fig. 7, then the line will intersect with the

If rkk is smaller than the intersecting point

corresponcling to this rkrle will be smaller than

.fore hX will indicate the critical vaiue of the

    k29.2,?2).(f)2 .

     it is sufficient to tal<e this

     give the maximum value of

      great. ,

    we can have the maximum

  constants such as measured in

    S$.:) for various hrz, which are

      "
                     '

 maximurn value of Sg.;) ancl the

conclition that LSg;) does not exceed

                             '
   other material constants, the

     shown in Fig. 7 for various

 curves of maximum tension.

 ferS`, the maximum tension

the breal<ing stress. There-

coollng rate, and when r2 is
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great, this critical value kX must be the smaller. The cooling process is

therefore safe under the condition that the cooling rate is slower than the

value corresponding to this critical value rkrX2,

    To this critical vaiue of krX2 correspond some roots of equation (i4),

which can be obtained by the curves in Fig. 6.

     When krX2 and the roots of (i4) are given, it is very easy to calculate

the cooling curve from equations (is) and (22). If we cooltlAte material in

question at such a cooling rate, there must occur no cracking.

 j Forexample:
' Again tal<e the hollow cylinder ofglass. The value ofthe constants

are the same that experimented in part II.

     Assume that

                              4t=7 cm.

                              4==714 cm.

                              Z= J6oO c

From Fig. 7, we have

                , keq=6.z
IFrom Fig. 6, we have

           aler2=:2･26, a2gG==5,64, a3e4=9･37, a4a4==f.9･32

The cooling curve is given in Fig. 8.

     If we cool more slowiy than the rate which tbis curve shows, the

                                     'treatment wiil be safe from cracl<ing. '
     These considerations can be applied also in the case of heating, but it

is impossible to keep the furnace temperature constqnt in practice. In the

 workshop, the material in question is inserted at firstinto the low tempera-

 ture furnace and gradually heated to reach high temperature. Therefore

 the rate of heating is more controllable than that of cooling.

     The phenomena will be dillfbrent, however, from the case we have

 investigated. But even when the cylinder is inserted in the cold furnace,

 the flame must be at a high temperature. Therefore if we assume that it

 would be the same as when the initial temperature is 1<ept constant, we
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coulcl apply the theory obtained in the preceding. Even if

heat in such a rate as the straight line in Fig. g, the surface

of the cylinder will tal<e the dotted line curve in real process

while this curve shows an inverse relation to the curve in Fig.

106 dynelsq.cm.oc
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guently the maximum tension would occur at the inner surface and it would

be the principai cause of cracl<ing. If we heat cylinder more slowly than

the heating rate, whose absolute amount is equal to the cooling rate shown

in Fig. 8, the heating process is safe from cracking. Lastly we want to

remarl< that in practice we used to heat the inner side of the cylinder
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preliminary to inserting it into the furnace. It is clear that this process

will diminish the tension of the inner surface greatly, since the process will

diminish the temperature dif¥IDrence between the mean temperature and that

of the inner surface.

                           rr. Summary.

    The thermoelastic diflft:rential equations are solved in the condition

that the inner surface is 1<ept adiabatic and the outer surface is cooled.

The stresses are given as the function of time and position. Therefore we

can discUss directly the surface stresses as the function of time. The

application of these results to the case of heating is also discussed and it

is conc!uded that the surface stresses are equal to that in the case of

heating in the absolute amount and opposite in the sign.

   In Part Il', some numerical examples are calculated, from which we can

see howmuch influence on the maximum tension the thicl<ness of the

cylinder has. Under the supposition k=oo, the experiment is undertaken

with glass. The results are cliflt]rent, however, slightly from those calculated.

The origine of this discrepancy is supposed to be in the assumption that

k---- oe. Indeed it is proved from that calculatlon in Part III.

    In Part III, the maximum hoop tension of the cylinder with various

thicl<riesses is calculated.

                                                      '
    The roots of equatlon (i4) are shown in Fig, 6 for the various kis-.

The method, by which we can find the critical cooling rate is described.

As a example, the critical cooling rate of the glass cylinder is calculated;

it is concluded that the cooling process is safe from cracl<ing, if we cool

the cylinder more slowly than the rate shown in Fig. 8.

    The case of heating is also discussed similarly.

    We express our hearty thanl<s to Mr. S, KATTo engineer of Japan

Steel Works, who have given us some data on the glass.
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